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There has recently been an exchange on email with people In the office groupabout Office and HTML

In one piece of mail people were suggesting that Office had towoit equallyweft with all browsers and that we
shouldn’t force Office users to use oar browser. This Is wrong and I wanted to correctthis.

Mother suggestion In this mall was that we can’t make our own unilateral extensions to HTML I was going to say
this was wrong and correct this also.

However I think I better makesure that we have a consensus at the level of people on this email before I make
this statement.

My view is that in order~tomaintaIn a strong operating system position we have to enhance the Windows API and
make Trident a fully Integrated part of the story. It can~tbe Windows APIs vessus Trident - they have to be
complimentary although Trident wilt obsolete some Windows calls.

I think we want to make Trident extremely hard to clone. I think we want to patent elements of Trident. I think we
want to make extensions to Trident on an ongoing basis.

I reconcile title with ow statements about HTML by saying that we need to have tagC that we view as
Office/Windows/Máosoftspedhic~

Some people may disagree that we ever get to do anything ‘proprletary in the browser. If so we have to stop
viewing HTML.as central to our strategy and get on another strategy.

To avoid middlewaretaking over an operating system you have to make sure the integrated services are
different from the mlddleware - otherwise the mlddleware approach has no disadvantages and ft wins. I think the
path we were going down of building on AWT was a sure disaster - It was creating a situation where pure 100%
Java applications would look just as good as pure Windows applications which we have to avoid.

Pethaps this is a topic that needs face to face discussion.
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